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Introduction. A formation is a class $ of finite solvable groups which is closed under
homomorphic images and is such that each finite group G has a unique smallest

normal subgroup H wLth factor group GIH in $. This uniquely determined normal
subgroup of G is called the $-residual subgroup of G and will be denoted here by G8.

Snur,r [13] and Cenr:rn and HEwxns [2] have shown that if $ is saturated and

contains all finite nilpotent groups and il GB is abelian then G3 is complemented

in G and all complements are conjugate. In this paper we show that G8 is comple-

mented und.er much weaker restrictions on G8, and we obtain some sufficient con-

fitions for conjugacy of the complements.

In order to describe the results, as well as to provide proofs, we need to develop

a somewhat more general notion of $-normalizerq than that introduced in l2l by
Clllrnn and Elnwxns. Section 1 is devoted to such a development and to showing
(for use in section 3) that the resulting definition also generalizes the definition of
$-normalizers given by Trsornn in t4]. The second section gives a condition under
which G8 is complemented by an $-normalizer of G.

The question of conjugacy of complements of G8 seems to be quite delicate. In
section 3 we show that a sort of Frobenius action of an $-normalizer on @8 guarantees

conjugacy. The last section gives an account of a special class of groups in which the

$-normalizer has such an action.

All groups considered will be finite and solvable. Notation is intended tq be

consistent urith that of [2]. If Xis a Sylow system of G we denote by E" the z-Ilall
subgroup in ) and also sometimes denote the p-complement Zr'by Ee'We use the
notation I[s (.FI n X) for the intersection , over all n, of the set of subgroups 1[6 (H n 2 il.
The formation of nilpotent groups will be denoted by St, and for each set of primes z
the formation of z-groups wilI be called'Glz.

1. $-normatizers for general $. Let 3 be a non-empty saturated formation. Then $
is locally induced by a set {8 (p)} of formations contained in $ and indexed by the
set of primes. (This fact and other results which we shall need about'saturated

*) This work was partially supported by a National Defense Education Act predoctoral
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formations are contained in [2] and the last chapter of l7l.) The set of primes for
which $(p) is non-empty will be called the suTtport of $. Thus 3 ? yl exactly when
the support of $ is the set of all primes.

If 3: [t, then in view of Lemma 3.1 of l2] t'he $-normalizers of Clnrun and
Hewrns are the subgroups of to"-rf) NG(GI@, n Zp), where X is a Sylow system

of G. In general, however, if $ has support z it makes no sense to consider 618@) for
p not in z. We extend the definition as follows.

Deffnition. Let $ be a saturated formation with support n locally induced by

{8(p)} with $(p) e 3 for eachp. An$-normal,izer of the group Gis an-Hal).subgroup
of a subgroup of form f) ltr61Ct<ol n Zp), where .X is a Sylow system of G.

We shall *"" in fn"Silm 1.6 that the definition of g-normalizers is independent
of which set {$(p)} is used to define S, provided that $(p) e 3 for each p. Our first
result shows that each Sylow system of G determines an S-normahzet of G in a

natural way.

Proposition l.l. Let {3(1o)l pen} be a set ol lormations and l,et G be a group tr-'ith

Byl,ow system Z. Let
frl- OU*(G8(r)6 Zp).

I{c(Gt@)nZp)AZo

is a p-Bylou; subgrougt ol N, onil fi z e n then N o Z, i,s o rHall suhgroup ol X
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so that

1r let IIe- I{cG8@)nZe)AZe. If qerr but q+p, then
n Zq). Thus I{ e < Ir. By the Frattini argument,

G - /rIc(GS(r) 6 Ze). (G8(r) 6 Zn),

l/r"(cs @) n Ep): Npl - lG, zol ,

a number primeto 7t. Thus -l[o is a 2o-Sylow subgroup of -l[. It follows that N p: -1- n ir .

lf te n, then -l[n Er:(N oZnlpet), a z-Hall subgroup of -ly'.

Corollary 1.2. Let t and, n be sets ol primes with t e n. Let $ be a lormation uittr
suTtport r l,ocal,l,y ind,uceil, ty {3@} with 3@) e $ fur al,l, p, and,l,et $ be a formatior,
w'ith sugtport n locally i,nd,uced, UA {$@)) with $(p) e $ fur al,l, p. Suppose that Stpl :
: 6@) lor all p in r. Then a rHall subgroup ol an $-normal,izer ,is an $-nornwli:cr.

Proof. Let G be a group with Sylow system X. X'or p in n - t,

Hence

Z, S Ze {. IVG(G6(r) 6 Zp) .

E, .rfllf* (Gtt@) n Zp) - Z, n nirrc(G8(d n Zp)

The result now follows'from the definition of S- and $-normalizers of G.
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- Corollary 1.2 is especially useful in the case in which 17 is the set of all primes and
$@): {1} for p not in z. x'or example, wo conclude that (ftn 6,r)-normalizers
are simply n-Hall subgroups of system normalizers.

corollaryl.2 also allows us to make wholesale use of the results of [2]. Define
a ?o-chief factot H lK of Gt'obe g-centralin case A6(fl lK) e t@) and to be g-iccentric
otherwise. Then Theorem4.l of [2] and coronaryl.2 together show that $-nor-
malizers cover $-central chief factors and avoid. $-eccentric chief factors. Moreover,
the proof of Theorem 4.1 of l2l shows that $-normalizers are in $.

Frscrrnn ([4], p. 63) gives a definition of g-normalizer for g 2 st which makes
no mention of the formations $(p) and makes sense in case $ 7 gt. rne next major
result, Theorem 1.6, shows that this definition leads to an alternate characterization
of the $-normalizers defined above, even when I I yl.

We first extend Proposition 3.6 of lal and Theorem 5.g of [2].

Lemma 1.3. Let $ be a saturateil forntotion wi,th support n. Let E be a subgroup of G
such that E is in g and, E .I(G).Or,1e1: G. Then the n-Hall subgroupi 

"t 
Wrtnl

are conta'ineil, in $-couering subgrougts ol G.

Proof. suppose the result false. Let G be a minimal counterexample and -E a sub-
group of G satisfying the hypothesis but not the conclusion of the lemm a. Let A be
a minimal normal subgroup of G and let B be a n-Haf,l subgroup of -Ms(z) with
! = 

s.Then GIA and its subgroup EAIA satisfy the hypotheu"*, .o that 8,4 < HA
for some $-covering subgroup I/ of G. Now

Or,(HA). F (HA) > lO",(G). r (G)l A HA,
so that

E . O',(HA). F (HA) > lE . O,,(e). x (c)l 
^ 

HA : HA.

Tf HA < G, then by minimaiity of G, B is conjugate to a subgroup of the $-covering
subgroup H of HA, a contradiction. Thus HA: G for every minimal normal sub-
group A. Ilence, 11 is maximal, core (f/) : I, G has a unique minimal normal sub_
group, A, and A : Cc(A). ft follows that, A : X (G).

_ since H is an-group, o",(G) < -4. Thus E . A : G and. Eis conjugate to f/. since
,E is then an $-covering subgroup of G and a z-group, E < Ne(E), so that E < G.
sinceEis coreless, E: l anddhasprimeord.er, p. since Gf t,p$n.But,then 1is
a z-Hall subgroup of G, which is absurd.

corollary 1.4. Il $ is a saturateil, forma,tion with support n, anil il E is a subgrouTt
ol G ma,*ima,l subiect to the cond,itions E eg and, E. X(G). On,(G): G, then E is an
$-coaering subgrouTt ol G anit is a n-Hall subgroup o! its narmolizer.

Lomma 1.6. Let S be a suturated lormation locail,y ind,uceil, bu {t(p)} rpith g@) e t
lor et;ery prime p. Let 2 be a sylow system lor G and, r,et E be "i $-soo";6* ,"ugio"p iy
lfc(G8 A Z). Then E auoiils 

"r"ry $-""""ntria chiel factor ol G.

Proof. This is essentially contained in Theorem 8.b (3) of fal.
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Theorem 1.6. Let $ be a saturateil lormation with support n locally ind,uced, by

{3(p)} with 3@)e 3 fur each prime p. Let Z be a Sylow system ol the grouTt G and,
let D : 2" A AN1(Gt@) a Zp). Ihen D is an g-couering subgroup ol NsGt a Z).

pen

Proof. Let -trf: ]rrc(G8 n X). For pen, D < ltrc(G8 6 Jr) (since Gldtl) > Gr8'),

while fbr p#n, D < Zn< -l'rc(C8 nZe). Thus D < -l[. Since D covers G/G8,
D' Gt n lf) : .lf. Since .0[ n G8 is nilpotent and normal in .AI, ]f n G8 < .F(rY)
and D . /(ID : 1[. As we noted after Coro]lary 1.2, D e 3.Hence, by Lemma 1.3,
D is contained in an $-covering subgroup E of N. But by Lemma 1.5 .B avoids
every chief factor of G t'hat D does, so that D : E, as desired.

Theorem 1.6 shows that we could have defined the $-normalizers to be fi-covering
subgroups of relative system normalizers of G8. Such an approach aroids con-
sideration of the formations $(10) and the necessity of considering the groups @3tr)
or C,p,as defined by Clnnnn and Hnwrns. On the other hand, it seems difficult to
get certain detailed information about G directly from the simpler definition. \\'e
shall have occasion to use both points of view in what follows.

2. A splitting theorem. It is not always true that G8 is complemented in G. X'or
example, the central product of SZ2 (3) with a cyclic group of order 4 sith subgroups
of order 2 amalgamated has the quaternion group Qs a,s uncomplemented l-l?-residual
subgroup. For odd p a similar example of order 2pa exists in which the ll-residual
subgroup is extra-special of order pB and exponent p. The main result of this section,
Theorem 2.2, cai be viewed as saying that these examples are typical of the groups
for which G8 is uncomplemented.

To get a complement for G8 we shall impose conditions on its Svlow subgroups.
A p-group is called moilular in case its lattice of subgroups is a modular lattice.
(Of course every abelian group is modular.)

Hurrnnr has shown the following result ([9], Satz 3.2).

Theorem L. Il G i,s a finite group, il p i,s an odd, pri,me and, il P is a tnoilular p-Sylaut
subgrouTt of G, then P A Z(G) n Gft : 1.

A 2-group is called quaternion-free in case it has no section isomorphic to the
quaternion group Qs of order 8. DonNnonr ([3], Theorem 2.8) n'as able to show the
following result.

Theorem B. Il G is o fini,te soluable group uti,th quaternion-free 2-Sylous subgroup P
thenP^Z(G)nGft:1.

Neither of these theorems is easy to prove, but the following weaker result can be
proved by a routine computation of the transfer of G into P.

Theorem C. Il G is a fi,nite group with abelian Sylou subgroup P, then

P AZ(G) nG', : I.
The first result of this section shows some of the influences of Sylow structure of

63 on chief factors of G.
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Theorem 2.1. Let $ be a saturated, lormation with support n. Let G be a finite solaa,ble
group. Let p be a prime in n, let P be a p-Sylow subgrougt ol Gt anil suppose that P
is quoternion-free il p :2 a,nd, is moilular il p is odd,. Then euery p-chief lactor of G
lyirry behw G8 is S-eccentric.

Proof. Suppose the theorem is false and let G be a minimal counterexample. Let
A be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then G/.4 satisfies the hypothesis of the
theorem, so that every p-chief factor of G between A and AGt is $-eccentric. It
follows that A < G8, A is a p-group and 1 is g-central. Thus GlCs(A) e 3@) e 3, so
that A < Z(G8'1. If (G8)tt ) 1 then by taking -4 inside 1GB)n we would have
A < P AZ(G$) n (G8;m, a contradiction to Theorem A or Theorem B. Thus G8 is
nilpotent, from which it easily follows that G8': P.

Let KIP: Oe,eGlP). Then GlKe$(p), and since GlCc@)e 8@) we have
K 

^ 
Cc(A) > Gr8(e). Since K/P has a normal p-complement, so does (K A CG(A))|P.

If K n Ce@) tyere & ?o-group thsn @8tr) would be one and all chief factors below
GI would be .$-central, which is not the case. Thus G has a p'-chief factor LIP t,rrth
L < K A C G (A). Then,4 < Z (L) n P and an application of Theorem A or Theorem B
to ,L shows that' Ln : 1. But lhen L has a non-trivial normal p-complement, contra-
dicting the fact that all minimal normal subgroups of G are ?a-groups. The proof is
eomplete.

The following splitting theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1
and the covering and avoidance properties of $-normalizers.

Theorem 2.2. Let $ be a saturated, formation, and, let G be a tinite solaabl,e group.
Let r be the set ol primes d,iai,iling le: etl. Suppose that for each p in t the p-Sytotn
subgrouTts ol Gt are quaterni,on-free il p : 2 and, are moilular il p is od.d,. Let D be an
j-normolizer ol G and, D, a rHall subgroup ol D. Then Dr . Gt : G and, D, aGt : l.
Moreouer, D, is an (3 a 0r)-normalizer ol G.

Proof. The fact that D" complements GB is an immefiate consequence of
Theorem 2.1 and the covering and avoidance properties of $-normalizers established
in section l.If E is an ($ n @")-normalizer of G, then by applying the theorem to
3 n 6" instead of $ we see that Z also complements G3. The argument on p. 172
of [2] extends to show that if g is locally induced Uy {3@)} with g(p) e g for each
p, then 8 n 6" is locally induced bV {3(p) n O'lp ez}. By the definition of E,
G has a Sylow system twith E : Zt n n IIc(G8@ Ot (G) n Ze). Say g has support
o. For p e 6 - T,

while for pe r,

per

E < Z, { Ze < IVG(Gt(r) 6 Ze) ,

E < AIc(G8@) gt (G) n Zp) ( t/c(G8'@) n Zp)

Hence, E < E, Af)//"(Gs@) n Zp), a conjugate of the z-Hall subgroup

by Proposition l.rilfirr. e Dtand E have the same order, we conclude that
are conjugate.

Dr of D,

Dt arrd E
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One consequence of Theorem 2.2 is a generalization for soh'able groups of a result
due to GEsouiirz ([5]) and reproved by Rosn ([11]).

Corollary 2.3. Let G be a sol,aable group and, n a set ol primes. Suppose tltat lor p
in n the p-Syl,ow subgroups ol On(G) are moilular lor p odd, and, quaternion-free lor p
eaen. Then Ott(G) is comple,rnenled,by a @n-norm,alizer o! G.

The following corollary can be proved using Theorem C in place of Theorems A
and B.

Corolla,ry 2.4. Let $ be a suturateil formati,on anil G a solaqbl,e group. Suppose that
Gt has abelian Syl,ow subgroups for the primes itiuid,ing lG: Cf l. ThenGt i,s com,plententeil
by a Hall subgroup ol an $-normal,izer ol G.

3. Some conditions for conjugaey of eomplements to G8. A group may satisfy the
hypotheses of the splitting theorem of the last section without having all complements
of G8 conjugate. For example, let Il be the primitive solvable group of degree 8
and order 168 and let G: H x (a), where (a) has order 2. Then G has abelian
Sylow subgroups. Let Ds be a system normalizer of fy', so t}Lat Ds is of order 3.
Then De centralizes an involution, z, of H. The subgroups Do x (a) antl De x (az)
both complement Gn but are not conjugate.

In this example GB is not itself nilpotent. If G is a group in which GS e !t, then
G : Ne(Gt n )), so that by Theorem 1.6 the $-normalizers of G are $-covering
subgroups of G. If also Gt is complemented by an $-normalizet, then G satisfies the
hypotheses of the following.

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a saturateil formation. Suppose that G is a, sol,aable group in
whi,ch Gt is comptlemented, by an $-couering subgroup. Then ott comptl,ements ol G are
conju,gate.

Proof. Suppose that G is a counterexample of minimal order. Let Z be an $-
covering subgroup of G and 11 some other complement of G8 not conjugate to ,O.
Let A be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in G8. Then AE and AH
complement G8 mod -4, so that by minimality of G we may assume that AE : AH.
Now.E is an $-covering subgroup of AE, so that -E covers AEI(AE)8. Since Z avoids
A, A : @np. Minimality of G implies that G : AE : AH so that f1 itself is an
$-covering subgroup of G. This contrafiction establishes the theorem.

Corollary 3.2. Let S be a saturateil, formation. Let G be a soluable group and - the set
ol primes diai,iling le:etl. Suppose that lor each prime p in n, G& lta.s a normal,
p-complem,ent and, that the p-Sylow subgrouTts ol Gt are moil,ular lor p odd and quaternion-
lree lor F : 2. Then Gt is comgtlemented, by en (8 A @r)-nortnali:er rti G and, all
comTtlements ol Gt are conjugate.

Proof. Let K be the normal z-complement of G8, and let D be an fi n Oz-
normalizer of G. By Theorem 2.2, D complements G8. Since G 1{ 

= :lt i. Theorem 3.1
shows that every complement to Gt I K in Gl K is conjugate to DK fi . An application
of the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem shows that all complements to Gl in fi are conjugate
to D.
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Instead of placing restrictions directly on G8, we may impose conditions on the
action of an $-normalizer on G8 in order to try to avoid the centralization which
allowed nonconjugate complements in the example at the beginning of this section.
Such conditions on the action in turn imply more-or-Iess hidden restrictions on G8
and on the structure of G. The next theorem gives an indication of what can be done
in this direction.

If the group G acts on the group B we say G acts fireil-point-freely (fpf) on B in
case no element of G other than 1 fixes an element of B - 1.

Theorem 3.3. Let $ be a safiuraled, larmation a,nil, l,et D be un $-normnl,izer ol the
solaable group G. SupTtose thaf lor ea,ch prime p the p-Syl,ow subgrouTts ol D ant fpf by
conjugat'ion on each p'-chi,ef factor of G lying belun Gt . Then Gt is complemented, by D.
Moreouer, il the 2-Bylow subgrougts ol D are quaternion-free, then all, aem4il,ements

ol Gt are conjugate.

Proof. The proof here is technical but is simple in outline. After we show that
D complements G8 a reduction leads to the case 3 : 6e. The minimal counter-
example is severely restricted and must in fact be a special kind of group of permuta-
tions of a finite field. A result from field theory then completes the argument.

Notice first that the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. by homomorphic
images of G. Moreover, if K jX G and K < G8, then p-Sylow subgroups of D act fpf
on the p'-chief factors of DK lying below K.

We show first that D nG$:1, so that D complements GS. If not, let G be a
minimal counterexample.Tf A is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then by minimality
of G,D nG8 < A,andsinceDdoesnot avoidA,D nGt : A.HenceD n G8 isthe
unique minimal normal subgroup of G and is S-central. Say D n G8 is a 1o-group.
Then D n G8 acts fpf on all p'-chief factors of G below G8 and at the same time
centralizes G8. Consequently, GB < OeG). Since @8(r) senltrSzes D A G8, D a Glt@)

must be a ?o-group. Since D . OoG) > D. Gt : G, D contains a p-complement of G
a1d @8(r) < Oe(G). But then G e $ and Gt : 1, a contrafiction.

Now suppose that G is minimal such that for some $ and $-normalizer D of G the
h;rpotheses of the theorem &re satisfied but G8 has a complement, E, not, conjugate
to D. Let A be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Suppose that A n Gt : 1. Then
-4 is $-central, so that A < D. Say.4 is a p-group. Since A cenfualtzes GS and acts
fpf on p'-chief factors of. G*, Gt < O e G). Thus G e St $ and D, an $-normaljzer of G,
is $-covering in G, by Theorem 1.6. By Theorem 3.1, all camplements to GB are
conjugate, a contradiction. It follows that each minimal normal subgroup of G is
contained in G8. In particular, if .4 is minimal normal in G, then EAIA complements
GlA. Thus core(D) : core(Z) : l, D A A : 1 (since D does not cover A), A is $-
eccentric, and we may assume EA : DA. Tt follows that A S G8 and that
E n A: 1. Say.d is a p-group. Then D is not a p'-gl.olurp, since if it were D and E
would be (conjugate to) p-complements of DA.

Let, M be an $-critical maximal subgroup of G such that D is an $-normalizer
of M. (The theory of $-critical maximal subgroups in [2] does not depend. on having
3 2 yl.) Since 118 e M n G3, M also satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Since

Ardriv der Mathematik XXI 10
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M:D.M3:D.GtnM)it follows that, M3:G8n lI.If ,4 rvere contained.
in M, then E would be conjugate to D, by minimality of G. Thus ,{ 

^ 
M : l,

corc(M) : 1, A is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and ^4 : Cc(A).
Now,4 < G8, for tf A : G8 then all complements of G3 are conjugate by Theorem 3. 1

and the remarks preceeding it. Let LIA be a chief factor of G rrith L < G8. Let
Q: M nZ, so thatQ is a q-Sylowsubgroup of Lfor some prime q+ p and D<M:
: Ne(O.

If A < K < Gt with K { G, and if $ is a saturated formation, then we claim D
cannot be an $-normahzer of DK. X'or if it were, then D-K would satisfy the hypo-
theses of the theorem for the formation $ and u'ould be smaller lhan G. No*' -E {
< DA < DK. Since Z complements K: (DX10 in DK,.E would be conjugate to D.
The claim follows.

Since the p-Sylow groups of D act fpf on LIA and, since for r+p the r-Sylow
groups of D act fpf on ,4, each Sylow subgroup of D is cyclic or generalized quaternion,
(f121, Theorem12.6.15). We now &ssume that D has quaternion-free 2-Sylow sub-
groups. Then D is metacyclic with derived group a lfall subgroup ([12], Theorem
12.6.7).

Suppose that D is p-nilpotent. The formation S of p-nilpotent groups is locally
induced by {S'(r)}, where S(p) : {1} and S(r) : S for r +p.We have just seen
that Dis not a S-normahzer of DA,yet Disin $ and D .F (DA): DA.ByLemma 1.3
and Theorem 1.6 (or by Theorem 5.8 of [2]) D is contained in a S-normalizer, K,
of DA. Since D < K, DA has a S-central chief factor below .4. Such a factor must
be central i\ DA, so that D must be a p-subgroup in this case.

If D is not p-nilpotent, then 1o divides lD'1. In this case, too, D has a normal
p-Sylow subgroup, and D belongs to the formation $ of groups G for which GIF (G)
is a p'-group.

Now $ is locally induced by {6 (r)} where $ (r) : @tfor each r. By Theorem 5.8
of f2l applied to the group DQ, D is contained in an $-normalizer H of DQ. Tbe
p-Sylow subgroups of D act fpf on Q, so that no chief factors of DQ lying below Q
are $-central. Thus D: H and (DQ;rr : Q. Then @f\A . A: (DQ)6 . A:QA: L,
and Q < @qA. Let Z be a Sylow system of DL such that Q : pf,1o n Xo. Then
NDL((DDb n t) : Non(Q) : DL 

^ 
M :DQ. Since D is an $-covering *obg.oop

of DQ, by Theorem 1.6 D is an $-normahzer of DL.We have seen that this cannot
happen rf L <G8. Ilence, gt : L and M : D8.

Let Dn and Eo be p-Sylow subgroups of D and ,8, respectively. Since Do acts
fpf on Q and (DeL) a Ne(Q) : DpQ, Do is a system normalizer of DoL.

Suppose ihat Do and Eo are conjugate. We may assume that Do: Ep. Tlnen
E < NG(Ed : Ne(Dil and Ns(Dr) 

^ 
L : Ct(De) -{ -4, so that if Do, and En, are

p-complements of D and -8, respectively, then Dn, and Eo, are p-complements of
Ne(Dd.But then Do' and Eo, are conjugate by an element normalizing D, and
hence D and Z are conjugate. This contradiction means th.at De and Eo are not
conjugate. Ilowever, Dois a system normalizer of DoL, and DoL satisfies the hyao-
thesis of the theorem. Since we may assume that DoL : EpL, we conclude that
DpL : G, Dp: D, D is cyclic and a system normalizer of G.
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Apply clifford's theorem to the irreducible representation of DQ on .,4 by con-

jugation and to the normal subgroup Q of QD.
Soppor" first that there is more than one homogeneous component of the represen-

tation restricted to 0. write A: At@...@ A7, where the groups A1, ate t'he

homogenous components. Let, Go be the stability group of Al in G. Then Ge: L ' Do

n-here Do is a subgroup of index r in D'
Tf Do > 1, then Do is a system normalizer of Gs and by minimality of G, E n Go

is conjugate t'o Ds.Tf Do : 1, we also have E A Gs and Ds conjugate' We may assume

thab E -\Go : Do. Let D : (n). Then -O has a generator of form na wilh u e A
and cr :(ra)f.If we view A as a right D-module and use adfitive notation this

equation may be rewritten
0: (a)yr-t +..'+ (a)n t a.

Let the infices on A1, ..., A, be chosen such that (A1,)r : A*t for I 3 i < r and

(Ar)n: -41. Write a:cLL+ "'+ a, w:rlh d4eA6. By considering the '41-com-
ponents ofthe two sides ofthe equation above we find that

for an element b of A.In multiplicative notation again, we have a :b-r ' b : s-L$-L 'a$,

so that na : b-L nb and. E and D have conjugate generators and are hence conjugate.

It follows that there is only one homogeneous component of the restricted represen-

tation.
A lemma of Gnnn1l (Lemma 2.2.3 of 16l) shows t'hat' Q acts irrcducibly on.4. Now

we can apply a lemma of Hurrnnr (Hilfssatz 2, [8]) to conclude tbiat G is isomorphic

to a group of transformations 0 -> a' (ro) f b on a finite field 1. IJerc A corresponds

to the group of all translations b: r-->r ! b, @ corresponds to a, group of field

multiplications and D corresponds to a subgroup of the Galois group of the field over

its priae field. We identify G with this group of transformations. If D is generated

Uy ine automorphism o, then Z has a generator of form o ' a fot a e L Tf l D I : ',
then 0: O(o . a)s: qos-1 * .., ! ao I a. The additive form of Elilbert's Theorem 90

([10], p.215) shows that there is an element b of -f' with a:b-bo' But then

o. o: o. bo-L. b : b-L. o. b, and agan D and E have conjugate generators. This

final contradiction completes the proof of the theorem'

4. A special case. The hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 say very little about how the

Sylow subgroups of an $-normalnzet D of G act' on each other' In the extreme case

that G8 is a p-group, D may very well have a p-Sylow subgroup which is a direct

factor of G. The results of this section show that strengthening the hypotheses to

make D act well on all chief factors of G severely limits the structure of G.

Our first result concerns those solvable groups having a subgroup that acts, under

conjugation, as much like a group of Frobenius automorphisms as is possible.

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a soluable group wi,th subgroup H such that H has quaternion-

lree Z-sylow subgroups. Buppose that lor each prim,e p a p-sylow subgroup ol H acts

10*
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is eontained in a system,f el by conjugat'ion on eaery p'-chi,ef lactor ol G. Then H
nornLal'izer of G.

Proof. Let p be a prime for which G has a central p-chief factor. Then 11 is a
p-group. Moreover, a system normaltzer D ofG must also be a ?-group. Tlien f;ri : Op(g),
andHnGvl:1,since Hn?ncentralizeseachchieffactorGrllKofG:'j. If Op.((j)i)>L,
then by taking a suitable system normalizer D we may suppose induc.tirely that
H . Oe,(G\ < D. Oe,(Gn) and Sylow's theorem will give the desilecl result.

Suppose that Oy(Gn):1. Let.ly' be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained
in Gtt. (If Gft:1, there is nothing to prove.)

By induction we may suppose HN < D-l[. Hence if .l'/ < D ne are done. Suppose
that -l[ is eccentric. Let Q be a p-complement in a Sylow svstem of G normalized
by D. Then D normalizes a system of Q, and D is a p-Sylow subgroup of .l/6(Q).
Since fl < DN 3 N7(QN), T : NQH is a group. Since D n J : l, N nCc(Q):L
and hence T A D is a system normalizer of 7. Now T a D and H are complements
in T of In: NQ and act fpf on p'-chief factors of ?. Theorem 3.3 now implies
that H and D A T are conjugate, as desired.

Theorem 4.2. Let $ be a saturateil lormation and, G a sol,-able group. Let D be aii
$-norm,al''izer ol G, and, suppose that lor each pri,me p the p-Sylou: subgroups ol D act

fpf by conjugation on euery p'-chiel lactor ol G. Ihen D is a p-group lor some prime p.
D is a system normalizer ol G com,plementi,ng Gn and Gn ha.s a norntal p-Sylow subgroup.

Proof. As in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.1 rre see that D is a p-group
for some prime 1o and that a system normalizer, E, of G must aiso be a p-group. The
first part of the proof of Theorem 3.3 shows that D n Gn : 1, so that no p-chief
factor below G8 is central. It follows that lDl : lEi. \o.r for a suitable Sylon-
system Z, D: Z,p^rNc(G8(il n ln) 2 lelN6(2n1, a conjugate of -8. Hence D is
a system normalizer of G. Clearly Gt : Gn : Oe (G).

To show that Gs has a normal p-Sylow subgroup n e suppose not and let G be a

minimal counterexample. Then G has a unique minimal normal subgroup A, A is a
q-group for some prime q + p, arrd if P is a p-Sylow subgroup of Gft, then PA 3 G.
By the Frattini argument G : NG(P) , A, and hence .i\6(P) is a coreless complement
to A, and A : CG(A). Let Q be a p-complement of G!? norr:ralized by D. Then DQ
is a Frobenius group with kernel Q, so that Q is nilpotent (t141) and D is cyclic or
generalized quaternion. Since /. : Ce(A), Q is a q-group.

Let LIA be a chief factor of G with L < PA. Since all chief factors of G below
G8 are eccentric and LIA is centralized by P, LIA is an eccentric chief factor of DLQ.
Thus D is a system normalizer of DLQ. By minimaiitv of G, if DLQ ( G then
| < O,(DLQ) < Ca(A), a contradiction. Thus G : DLQ and L : AP.

Let, GslGn be a chief factor of G. Then lGg: Gnl: p. lloreor.er, Clifford.'s theorem
and the fpf action of D ensure t'hat Gs has no central chief factors belorr Glt. Con-
sequently GT:Gft, and by minimality of G we must hare G : Go. Thus Di : p.

We may suppose that D normalizes P, so that DP is a p-Svlov- subrrr_'rup of (J.

If DP is abelian then D < CceAlA) _3 C, whence PA,i,1 ., Z(G'A), contradictins
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the fact that G8 is hyper-eccentric. Thus (DP)' + I and A has an irreducible DP-sub-
module N which is not centralized by (DP)' .Restrict the conjugation representation
of DP on .l[ to the normal subgroup P. By Clifford's Theorem, since I Dl: p,

.l[ : ffr @ ..' @ -l'rp with ]trI, ..., ltrp non-isomorphicirreducible P-modules permuted.
cyclically by D.

Say D : (d),and let nbe anon-zero element of -llr. Then n i nil, * "' + ndn-'
is a non-identity element of 1 fixed by D, contraficting the fpf action of D on A.
The proof is complete.

Groups satisfying the h5ryotheses of Theorem 4.2have several obvious resemblances

to X'robenius groups. The corollary below lists properties of such groups which follow
from the theorems of this section.

Corollary 4.3. Let the formati,on S, the group G and' the $-normol,izer D ol G satisly
the hypotheses ol Theorem 4.2. Il D+G, then D and' G haae the lollowin4 properties'

(l) D is d, p-group lor somc, pri,me p.

Q) Gn ha"s a normal, p-Sylow subgroup P, anil GIP is a Frobenius group with
Erobenius kernel GftlP.

(3) D tis o systent, normol,izer ol G and, comTtlements Gn.

@) D is cycl,'i,a or general,ize(1, quatern'ion. Il D is aycl'ic, then al,l, compl,ements ol Gn are

coniugate to D.
(5) The p-Syl'ow subgrougts ol G are Carter subgroups ol G.

(6) Il G has regular p-Bytow subgrougts, then G is a Frobeni,us group with kernel Gft.

Proof. Statements (I), (2), (3), and (4) follow immefiately from Theorems 3.3,

4.1, and 4.2. ACart'q subgroup contains a system normalizer and hence (by fpf action
of D) must be a p-group. Since Carter subgroups are self-normahzing, (5) holcls.

By a theorem of CEnrnn [1], G has a normal 1o-complement if its p-Sylow subgroups
are regular. Thus (6) follows from (2).

As a final comment, we remark that we know of no examples of groups to show
that the quater'nion-free hypotheses is necessary in Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 4.1.

Ilowever, our proof of Theorem 3.3 uses the assumption at two key points.
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